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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Project Description
The Ada County Highway District (ACHD) developed and evaluated
alternatives to improve the Overland Road and Vista Avenue intersection.
The goal of this study was to develop alternatives that enhance safety for
all users of the intersection including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users,
and drivers.
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Surveys

SEE APPENDIX B & C TO VIEW THE SURVEY SUMMARIES

Two online surveys were conducted as part of this study. The first survey
gathered feedback from stakeholders on the intersection as the project
team developed alternative concepts. The second survey collected feedback
on two concepts that had been developed from the study. Below are
summaries of the survey responses collected:
Spring 2021 Survey:
219 survey responses were received.
82% of the responses gathered were from residents of the surrounding
neighborhood.
60% of respondents agreed that they believe the intersection needs
improvements implemented for those that walk and/or bike.
60% of respondents ranked safety as their first choice for what is most
important to them as the study developed alternatives for the
intersection.
Summer 2021 Survey:
13 survey responses were received.
Of the two concepts and no build option presented, concept 2 received
the highest overall satisfaction level from responses
at 84%.
SEE APPENDIX A TO VIEW THE STUDY
CONCEPTS

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Virtual Stakeholder Meetings
The project team met with nine stakeholders in Spring 2021 including
surrounding businesses, residents on the northwest corner of Overland
Road and Vista Avenue, the City of Boise, the Boise School District, and
Valley Regional Transit (VRT) to understand potential issues of the
intersection and gather feedback. All meetings with stakeholders were held
virtually to follow CDC guidelines.

Virtual Public Meeting
A virtual public meeting was held on June 17, 2021, in lieu of an in person
meeting. During this meeting, two concepts for the intersection were
presented that were developed from the Spring 2021 survey and the
stakeholder meetings. This meeting was attended by 17 individuals,
including members of the project team.

RECCOMMENDED CONCEPT
Concept 2

84
Concept 2 received an
average satisfaction
level of 84 out of 100

Summer 2021 Survey - Concept 2 Comments
“Overall better access for residents, landscaping is
great and distance from public access”

“Removal of free
running right turn”

CONCEPT COST
Estimated Cost

SEE APPENDIX D TO VIEW THE DETAILED PROBABLE COST
Construction Cost = $392,000
Other Project Cost = $205,000
Total Cost = $597,000

APPENDIX A
Concept 1
Improves all pedestrian ramps
Wider sidewalks
Bus stop relocated south of
intersection
Two access points for residents

Concept 2
Improves all pedestrian ramps
Wider sidewalks
Bus stop relocated south of
intersection
One access point for residents

Appendix B
SPRING 2021
SURVEY SUMMARY

90% of respondents indicated that they use the
Overland & Vista intersection because they live in
the surrounding neighborhood, need to access local
shops, or to commute to and from work.

March 22 - April 5, 2021
219 Comments Received
15 Questions

Almost 60% of respondents agreed that they
believe there needs to be safety improvements
implemented for those that walk and/or bike at the
intersection.

Only 42% of respondents agreed that this
intersection needs safety improvements
implemented for those that drive at this
intersection. Although those that agreed made up
less than half of the overall survey respondents, it
was the majority answer for this question.

Pedestrian &
Bicyclist
Improvements

Safety

TOP PRIORITIES FOR
THE INTERSECTION

Appendix C

69% of respondents indicated they heard about
the Virtual Public Meeting from an ACHD postcard.

SUMMER 2021
SURVEY SUMMARY
June 17 - July 1, 2021
13 Comments Received
14 Questions

The no build option presented had the lowest
overall satisfaction rating from respondents at
50 out of 100.

Concept 2 received the highest overall satisfaction
rating from respondents at 84 out of 100.

Concept 2 Comments

“Overall better access for
residents, landscaping is great and
distance from public access”
“Removal of free
running right turn”

“Less green space”
“The EB, WB, and NB bus stops
could be moved to the far sides
of the intersection”

Appendix D
PROBABLE COST DETAILS
September 20, 2021

